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•   Germany will drop nuclear power as soon as possible, Chancellor 
Angela Merkel said Friday, in a major policy reversal that will alter the 
energy mix in Europe's largest economy. 

•   The German government, backed by the governors of the 16 
German states, will decide by mid-June how long the country's 17 
nuclear power reactors are allowed to remain online, Merkel said. 

Merkel: Nuclear exit 
'as soon as possible'

by Stefan Nicola
Berlin (UPI) Apr 15, 2011

http://www.nuclearpowerdaily.com/reports/Merkel_Nuclear_exit_as_soon_as_possible_999.html



TVA Agrees to Shut Down 18 Coal-Fired 
Boilers and Curb Emissions

http://www.nytimes.com/cwire/2011/04/15/15climatewire-tva-agrees-to-shut-down-18-coal-fired-boiler-72955.html

    Saturday, April 16, 2011

•   cut NOx by 69 % and 

•    cut SO2 by 67 %

•    15 million tons/yr of CO2  eliminated

•    cut 16% of coal-fired electricity

•   save $27 billion/yr in health care benefits by averting  
thousands of
 

   early deaths, 
   asthma attacks and 
   heart attacks
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Climate and National Security: 
Securing Better Forecasts

June 21-22-23, 2010
Robert Paine Scripps Forum for 
Science, Society and the Environment 
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Environmental Prayer Breakfast
participants before White House meeting



Dr. James Hansen speaking at the 
National Religious Coalition on Creation Care’s 
2010 Prayer Breakfast



Lisa Jackson, Administrator of the EPA, speaking to the 
delegation from National Religious Coalition on Creation Care 
at the February 24, 2010 meeting.



Frederick Krueger, NRCCC, in discussion with Amy Saltzman of the 
President’s Council on Environmental Quality



Frederick Krueger and others during a discussion 
with Senator Barbara Boxer  on the prospects 
of climate legislation in the Senate. 



At the home of Senator 
John Kerry & Wife Theresa





Climate Change 
Statements

 

Supporting timely and effective action to prevent the 
dire consequences of global climate change.

  US Conference of Catholic Bishops
   

  Central Conference of American Rabbis

  National Association of Evangelicals

  National Council of Churches

  Presbyterian Church

  Standing Conference of Orthodox Bishops in America

 Southern Baptist Convention

  Quakers

  Bahá'í International Community

  National Religious Coalition on Creation Care 



Climate change is a profoundly moral and spiritual problem. 
Addressing this challenge will take the conscious and collective efforts of 
us all. The religious witnesses featured in this volume recognize the need 
for change in people’s hearts and the urgency for bold action by political 
leaders. It is our fervent prayer that their voice will be heard.

 
His All Holiness 
Ecumenical Patriarch Bartholomew



It is encouraging to see leaders of the Jewish 
and Christian faiths agree that it is sinful to damage 
the Earth forever.  We must listen to them!  Perhaps 
the message from the Eastern Orthodox is the most 
concise: "First, we have to stop what we are 
doing."  We are doing so much that is harmful. 
The Earth is not forgiving, beyond a point. The 
work of climate scientists is in part focused on 
finding that point (and thereby unwittingly 
encouraging risky behavior), but the leaders of faith 
insist on a moral stance. We should not just find 
out what we can get away with, but must start 
thinking seriously about our responsibilities toward 
creation. 

Wolf H. Berger, PhD
Distinguished Research Professor 
Scripps Institution of Oceanography
University of California at San Diego



Dr. Tom English is the President of the TESSI  
Endangered Species Institute, and the Creation Care 
Educator for the Presbyterian Church's Synod of 
Southern California and Hawaii.



            May 20 – 
Endangered Species Day 

“to educate the American 
public about the importance 
of protecting endangered 
species and their habitat. “ 

Senate Unanimously 
         Supports Resolution!
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K-T ExtinctionK – T  EXTINCTION    
   

65 MILLION YEARS AGO



Lung Assn 
Theory

The Lung Associations Position on
Why the Dinosaurs Became Extinct 
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                                              99% of all species
                                               are extinct
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Extinct & Loving 
It

99 % of All Species
Are Extinct 

1.4 Million 
Living Species
 

Normally 
1 Specie Becomes Extinct in 4 Years



HIPPO

•Habitat destruction

•Invasive species     
  

                                   
      

•Pollution

•Population, and 

•Overharvesting

                                                                     



SURVIVING TROPICAL RAINFOREST
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Global Warming
&

Extinction 
… 15-37% of a sample of 1,103 
land plants and animals would 

eventually become extinct 
as a result of climate changes expected 

by 2050. 

"Extinction Risk from Climate Change."  
Thomas et al. Nature 427, 145–148. 
 January 8, 2004.   



 

 8,000 Species / yr

current ext. rate

background ext. rate
=

8,000

1/4
=  32,00032,000

Current Extinction Rate 

=  1  specie / hr.

In 21st Century,   50% of all species will be extinct



Prof. M.S. Swaminathan
UNESCO Professor in Ecotechnology
President Pugwash Conferences
                                     8/14/02 UC San Diego

“Science & Achieving the Goal 
of a Hunger-Free World”

“The impact of a mass extinction 
on human food supply

will be suicidal for mankind” 
                                                   



50 % Extinction
of Food Web
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Remember Rwanda ?,  James Gasana, Minister of Defense, World Watch Vol 15, No. 5 Sept/Oct 2002



CA Gray Whale

Recovered from 
the brink of extinction

Homo sapiens
Threatened by 
Trend toward 
Mass 
Extinction

Are we able to educate & organize ourselves 
so that we can prevent Global Warming

from being disastrous to humanity?



Give a Man a Fish,

He Eats for a Day

Teach a Man to Fish,

He Eats for a Lifetime

If There are Fish



E. O. Wilson, 
Future of Life, 
Knopf Press, 
2002

“Species of plants and animals 
are disappearing a hundred or 
more  times faster than before 
the coming of humanity, and 
as  many as half may be gone
 by  the end of this century.”



                  Camp Pendleton

           Ex Congressman Pete McCloskey
                                                                     &

                 Major General Mike Lehnert

“A country that’s worth fighting for
Is a country that’s worth preserving”



When will we ever get  
sensible

energy & environmental 
policies ?

Is there any hope?













“The price of liberty is 
eternal vigilance”

      Thomas Jefferson







Replace one incandescent light bulb 
with a compact fluorescent lamp

&
You will save this 500 pound pile of coal



“Cherish these natural wonders, 
cherish the natural resources… 
for your children 
and your children’s children.

Do not let selfish men 
or greedy interests 
Skin your country of its beauty, 
its riches, or its romance”

Theodore Roosevelt:
         The Audubon President

Audubon Insider Oct. 03



It is self-evident that, during the growth process, the 
same challenge is never presented more than once. 

For, ex hypothesi, so long as growth is being maintained,
 each successive challenge is being successfully met, or, 
in other words disposed of as a living issue and 
relegated to the history books. 



By contrast we can see that, in a series in which the 
outcome of each successive challenge is not victory but 
defeat, 

the unanswered challenge can never be disposed of and 
is therefore bound to present itself again and again 

until it receives some overdue and imperfect answer, or 
else brings about the destruction of a society which has 
shown itself inveterately incapable of responding to it 
effectively. 

                                                             Arnold Toynbee 
                                                             A Study of History 



If every one of us will adopt the simple truth that

      "I can save the earth," 
we will realize how much we can achieve together. 

From Awareness to Action 
by William D. Ruckelshaus
[EPA speech - April 22, 1971]

http://www.epa.gov/cgi-bin/epalink?target=http://www.epa.gov/&logname=epahome&referrer=seal










As climate change consequences threaten to disrupt 
social and economic systems worldwide, governments 
seek strategies for mitigation of and adaptation to these 
consequences.
 
The objectives of the conference are: 

1.to present the expected impacts of climate change in particular
       regions of Asia and thereby to review the current state of climate 
forecasting; 

2.to examine the national security meaning of the forecast climate 
       impacts; and 

3.to reason together on what advances are needed in observations
       and modeling to reach adequate forecasts



It is self-evident that, during the growth process, the same challenge 
is never presented more than once. 

For, ex hypothesi, so long as growth is being maintained,
 each successive challenge is being successfully met, or, in other 
words disposed of as a living issue and relegated to the history 
books. 

By contrast we can see that, in a series in which the outcome of 
each successive challenge is not victory but defeat, 

the unanswered challenge can never be disposed of and is 
therefore bound to present itself again and again 

until it receives some overdue and imperfect answer, or else brings 
about the destruction of a society which has shown itself inveterately 
incapable of responding to it effectively. 

                                                             Arnold Toynbee 
                                                             A Study of History 





 

Mass Extinction Recovery Times

– “After the wholesale liquidation of the late 
Permian … recovery was slow… It took at least 10 
MY for fauna…  reefs took upward of 20 MY to 
flourish again.” 

                                   pg 110, The Book of Life,  Editor S. J. Gould

– “A complete recovery from each of the five major 
extinctions required tens of millions of years.

                                   Pg 31, The Diversity of Life, E.O. Wilson

 
  T. D. 
English
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